
WE CANNOT 
REINVENT THE WHEEL 

BUT 
THE RACK!



STORE MORE. 
LOWER COSTS.
Store your wheel-set with the Europe-wide patented gewe ergowheel® wheel 

rack in a dynamic setting on wheel tracks, horizontally, one after the other. 

Gentle, quick and efficient storage and retrieval times. Reduce your costs and 

store up to 40% more wheels on the same area.

        Innovation made in Germany.



ERGONOMICS AND EFFICIENCY COMBINED.
The main focus of our gewe ergowheel® is scalability, efficiency and 

the ergonomic use. With sufficient storage space you can save aisles 

and lighting and store more wheels than ever before. If economic 

success, satisfied customers and employees are on your agenda, the 

gewe ergowheel® is your future wheel rack.

gewe ergowheel®

ERGONOMIC EFFICIENCY.

WHEEL STORAGE RETHOUGHT.



We guarantee the quickest possible storage and retrieval times for your wheels. Each of your wheels is 

stored or outsourced within only 22 seconds. In combination with the gewe Giraffe model series of  

operating devices you achieve impressive efficiency gains. As the wheels slide towards the operator on 

innovative rollers, customer complaints due to damaged wheels belong to the past. Find more information 

at ergowheel.de

 

WITHIN
22 SECONDS

READY

European patent no: EP 2 679 521

- Europe-wide patented system

- Ergonomic and faster

- Storage and retrieval

- Bright galvanized sheet steel

- Thermoplastic synthetic rollers

- Rollers mounted on steel axles

WHEEL STORAGE SYSTEMS FOR PROFESSIONALS.
The Europe-wide patented gewe ergowheel® wheel rack for more storage capacity.

Quick, efficient and cost-saving - the most ergonomic wheel rack.



gewe ergowheel®

CAR DEALERSHIP HETZLER, KASSEL

We asked for you.

“35 years of experience which are of course noticeable.
Thinking one step further and consistently following 
this step.
That is how we know the creators of gewe.”

Alexander Host - Car dealership HETZLER, Kassel



WE COMPARED.
Achieve up to 40% more storage capacity with gewe ergowheel®.

Wheel storage in comparison (on 106 m² with L 13.750 x W 7.700 x H 3.500 mm):

400 wheel-sets

ergonomically & efficiently stored with gewe ergowheel®

288 wheel-sets

classically single-depth storage with gewe wheel rack classic

WE CALCULATED FOR YOU.
After 2 years on the road to success.

Your
break even 

Your investment 
will be amortized 
after 2 years

1st year 3rd year ...2nd year 

Example calculation of an efficient storage with gewe ergowheel®  
112 wheel-sets more on 106 m²:

112 wheel-sets x €30 summer rent  3,360,00 €

112 wheels x €30 winter rent   3,360,00 €

224 customer contacts x €75.00 additional turnover (antifreeze, oil change, ...)  16,800,00 €

More turnover per year on the same storage area:  23,520.00 €



gewe ergowheel® 

PORSCHE CENTER HANNOVER

“Sometimes things are so obvious that you overlook 
them. Horizontal storage. To me this is a logical step 
and at the same time an innovative concept which I do 
not want to miss anymore.”

Christoph Wodara – Porsche Center Hannover

We asked for you.



YOUR ADVANTAGES.

Reducing back pain
The improved ergonomics ensure satisfied employees as 

well as efficient storage and retrieval at peak times. The 

wheels roll towards the employee and no telescopic rods 

are required for storage and retrieval.

Reducing stress
Year after year. But from now on there will be less stress 

in the wheel storage. The season is just around the  

corner and you need to adjust your racks?  

gewe ergowheel® saves your and your employee’s  

nerves because it does not require any rack adjustments 

for different sizes of wheel-sets.

Ensuring satisfied customers
Enthusiastic customers are the best advertisement. The horizontal wheel storage ensures a damage-free wheel for the 

customer. Your customer enjoys the well-preserved wheel-set and you ensure your next season‘s business.

THE PERFECT ACCESSORY.
gewe giraffe model series electrical control units.

Improved work processes
Further enhance your efficiency and your ergonomics with the electrical control units of the gewe giraffe model  

series. They are extremely compact and versatile requiring a minimum of space. High-quality guide rollers ensure 

safe guidance of the device within the aisles. Depending on the model, it is available with fork arms or an extra-large 

picking platform. Both versions are infinitely height-adjustable with the electrical control.

The perfect solution to work safely at great heights.



gewe Giraffe

GLINICKE KASSEL

“The ergowheel® turns the storage of wheels into 
child‘s play. The Giraffe also simplifies the storage at 
great heights. The perfect combination.”

Helge Fritz – Glinicke Kassel 

We asked for you.



Full service from a single source.

Planning &
3D Sketch

Quick
Delivery

Assembled by our gewe 
Professional Team

SERVICE WITH NO IFS, ANDS OR BUTS.
Good to know that you can rely on someone.
We are at your service when it comes to planning and personal advice in order to design your individual wheel 
storage solution.

“Advise, plan, deliver, assemble. 
Everything handled individually from person to person with over 35 years of experience.
A characteristic of gewe LagerTec.”

Frank Homburg, Managing Director of gewe LagerTec

- Competent and personal advice

- On-site service

- Capacity calculation and quotes

- Verified material quality by gewe LagerTec

- Fixed price guarantee for your wheel storage solutions

- Project planning with allowance and 3D sketch

- Assembly on completion date by the gewe professional team

- Rack inspections



gewe LagerTec GmbH
Im Strang 2 
34479 Breuna

phone: +49 5693 99 160 0
fax: +49 5693 99 160 16
mail: info@gewelagertec.de

gewelagertec.de
ergowheel.de
level-plus.de

YOUR EXPERT IN
STORAGE TECHNOLOGY


